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In my photography- and video installations I am looking for the - almost uncanny - moment when the virtual 
space subtly merges with the physical space. I try to analyze and uncover proportions, dimension, relation 
and perception of body and room, but also imitation and memory. 
Unlike in conventional photography, I mainly create my sujets in 3D programs. That allows me to create 
images that can not be found or might be hidden beneath the surface of our reality. 
It also gives me the freedom to build interior, light and perspective myself, which can be comparable 
to stage design, architecture or painting. In order to brake the artificiality and to give the images a 
rather timeless character, I  use aesthetic of low resolution, blur and grain. 
Therefor I take pictures or videos of the digital environment, manipulate with digital programs or even use 
analogue enlargement techniques.

contact:
leniarmann@gmail.com

homepage:  https://maxiarmann.wordpress.com/
CV:   https://maxiarmann.wordpress.com/ueber-mich/
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another state of matter
video, 02:30 min., 4:3, sound, 2017, loop

You will enter slowly. Yes slowly.
Pervade the matter. Dive into it.
Stop.
Turn around..and continue.
Don’t forget to breath.
How far will it go?
Go on.
Seems to be filled with nothing.
Turns out to have no ending?
An unfounded room, unspoiled.
Does something appear in the distance?
Up
Down
Into another state of matter.

In „Another State of Matter“ an isolated person is swimming in an 
otherworldly dimension made up of simplistic geometric form in hues of 
black, grey, and white, which create a rough layout of space where unknown 
matter amidst this uncanny environment. 
The swimmer encounters barriers, reboots, changes path, glitching and 
becomes stuck in his own movement until we see a collective of synchronized 
swimmers appear from the void and fade back into the darkness they 
incarnated from. Eerie and repetitive sounds reminiscent of broken down 
industrial machines run throughout the video work. 

https://maxiarmann.wordpress.com/2018/01/07/another-state-of-matter/

Virtuelle Ausstellungsansichts-Skizze*
*variabel je nach Ausstellungsort

https://maxiarmann.wordpress.com/another-state-of-matter-2/


„sitting on {..}“, 2020
Fine Art Prints, 136 x 100 cm
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„Judas Hole“, 2019
Videoinstallation in 4 columns, sound

Four white columns function as part of the interior architecture. 
It is possible to look through a peephole into each of the pillars and 
see a video of the exhibition room, with people walking monotonously in 
circles.
Each column depicts a different perspective of the exhibition space, de-
pending on the positioning of the column.  
Both - the room and the people are animated and filmed 3D-Scanns, that 
imitate their existence. 
The scanned room changes depending on the exhibition space. 

https://maxiarmann.wordpress.com/2019/05/05/judas-hole/
„A fork in a Road“, FOTO Wien, Georg-Coch-Platz 2, Wien, AT

https://maxiarmann.wordpress.com/judas-hole/


„ab tasten“, 2020 
video, 4:3, loop, sound

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJENZZ1Kslk&feature=emb_logo

Wandering feet, exploring digital rooms. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DpJENZZ1Kslk%26feature%3Demb_logo


„where are you?“, 2018
video, 02:08 min, 5:4, sound, loop

The video work „Where are you“ shows images of 
different rooms, combined with composed industrial sound. 
The interiors are beyond human traces, sterile and reveal 
an emptiness that eventually leads to absolute darkness and 
silence. 
It might be the search for space, time and memory in a 
dystopic scenario; or in the end just pure spatial quality?

https://maxiarmann.wordpress.com/2018/09/15/where-are-you/

Prints to „Where are you?“
7 X INSIGHT

 1. Edition: 7 + 2 AP: Box with Fine Art Print, 8,6 x 16 cm

https://maxiarmann.wordpress.com/where-are-you-2/


Late, 2019
VR-Arbeit
 

The VR-work „Late“ takes place in a solitary, isolated 
landscape, in which three seperate rooms can be entered.
Each of them are large scaled, with low ceilings and odd 
dimension and carry an own uncanny atmosphere, which is 
accompanied by music the moment you walk in.
Exploring that place is a rather passive, yet emersive 
experience, that has the an aesthetic of early video ga-
mes. There is no possibility to interact with objects or 
the scattered characters, leaving „the visitor“ in assump-
tions about the venue and its history.

360° Trailer: https://maxiarmann.wordpress.com/late/

https://maxiarmann.wordpress.com/late/


„crisscross“, 2016
video, loop

The human is a being with a head and four limbs. 
As a member of a herd, the very own instinct commands him to follow the next 
best promise of salvation - or a ball.
Usually the goal is the superiority of another herd.
As soon as a promise of salvation appears to be too complicated, an additional 
ball is beeing brought into the game, to split apart of the original herd with 
simpler promises of salvation.
In regular cycles, these separation and union movements will be repeated.

Text: Ondřej Cikán

https://maxiarmann.wordpress.com/2017/08/27/criss-cross/
Foto: Johannes Raimann/ Gallerie 52, Essen/ Deutschland

https://maxiarmann.wordpress.com/criss-cross/

